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THE NORMAL CLOSURES 
OF CERTAIN KUMMER EXTENSIONS 

WILLIAM C. WATERHOUSE 

ABSTRACT. Let F be a field containing a primitive p-th root of unity, let K / F be 
a cyclic extension with group (a) of order /?", and choose a in K. This paper shows 
how the Galois group of the normal closure of K(a]>p) over F can be determined by 
computations within K. The key is to define a sequence by applying the operation x i—• 
a(x) Ix repeatedly to a. The first appearance of a p-th power determines the degree of the 
extension and restricts the Galois group to one or two possibilities. A certain expression 
involving that p-t\\ root and the terms in the sequence up to that point is a /7-th root 
of unity, and the group is finally determined by testing whether that root is 1. When 
(j(a)/a G Kp, the results reduce to a theorem of A. A. Albert on cyclic extensions. 

Introduction. Throughout this paper we fix a prime number p, and F will be a field 
of characteristic ^ p. Until the final section, we assume that F contains (, a primitive 
p-th root of unity. We let AT be a Galois extension of F with cyclic Galois group (a) of 
order q — pn. Almost 60 years ago, A. A. Albert [2; 3, 206-216] studied the question 
of finding extensions of K that were cyclic of degree pn+{ over F, and his results have 
become familiar in textbooks [5, V.152; 11, 289]. The presence of C, implies that any 
cyclic extension L of degree p over K has the form K(a{lp) for some a in K. Albert 
showed that L is Galois over F iff o(a)ja — If for some b in K, and he observed that 
the norm NKjF(b) is a p-th root of 1. His main result then was that the Galois group of 
L over F is cyclic if this p-th root of 1 is nontrivial. If it is trivial, on the other hand, the 
Galois group is the product of cyclic groups of orders q and p. 

In this paper, I shall generalize these results to the case where we take an arbitrary 
extension K(axlp) and form L as its normal closure over F. The goal is to determine the 
structure of Gal(L/K) completely from information involving K alone. Our tool is the 
sequence of elements in K defined by setting CIQ = a and ai+\ — a(a\)ja\. The degree of 
L over K will be determined by the first s for which as is a p-th power. For each possible 
degree (except the largest), there are exactly two types of Galois groups that can occur; 
and from our sequence we shall construct a p-th root of unity which is trivial in one case 
and nontrivial in the other. In the final section, again generalizing Albert's work, we shall 
see how the results can be extended to the case where the base field does not contain Ç 

Though the explicit results here are new, there has been a good deal of work on related 
topics since Albert wrote. One main line has been a study of "embedding problems" that 
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reached a high point in the proof by Shafarevich [16] that every solvable group occurs 
as a Galois group over the rationals (cf. [10]). A related line was the study of "Galois 
algebras" initiated by Hasse [9] (after one earlier paper by Brauer [6]); an updated version 
of the relevant parts of this can be found in [14]. Finally, there have been several more 
specialized studies dealing with 2-power extensions, as in [7; 13; 18; 19]. Just recently, 
the case q — 4 was studied in detail by Vaughan [17], whose paper suggested to me that 
the general problem here could be solved. 

1. Review of Kummer theory. The most rudimentary statement of Kummer theory 
is the following. Let E be a field of characteristic ^ p containing Ç Then adjoining vari
ous /7-th roots to E gives a finite Galois extension with abelian Galois group annihilated 
by p, and conversely every such Galois extension arises in this way. 

Making this statement somewhat more precise, we can say that extensions of this 
type correspond to finite subgroups N/(EX)P of Ex / (Ex)p\ the p-th roots of elements 
in TV (where we really need only elements generating the quotient) give a field extension 
L = E[Nl/p], and N is recovered from it as N = {x G Ex \ xxlp G L}. The group 
Gal(L/F) is (noncanonically) isomorphic to N/(EX)P. 

Making the connection still more precise, we let p,p denote the group of p-th roots of 
unity in E. Consider an element n in N and an automorphism cj) in Gal(L/£). Let y be a 
p-th root of n, so y lies in L. We have (j>(y)p = è(n) = n = yp, so 4>(y)/y is in ^ip. As Q 
is in E, this quotient does not depend on our choice of p-th root. It is easy to see that the 
function («,</>) i—> <f>(y)/y gives a bi-multiplicative pairing 

N/(EX)P x Gal(L/£)—>//,,; 

and if we interpret these groups as vector spaces over Z//?Z, the theorem is that this 
pairing is nondegenerate. In other words, Gal(L/£) is naturally isomorphic to the dual 
of N/(EX)P. These results are standard [12, 494-496; 4, 59-64; 5, V.84-86]. 

Relative versions of Kummer theory are not so familiar but are equally straightfor
ward. (One possible reference is [14].) Suppose that our fields is a finite Galois extension 
of some field B. Obviously, a Kummer extension L of E will be Galois over B iff the B-
conjugatesof elements inNare again \r\N. That is, Gà\(E/ B) acts ox\Ex /(EX)I\ and the 
Kummer extensions Galois over B are those that come from groups N/(EX)P which are 
invariant under this action. In that case, the elementary abelian group Gal(L/£) is a nor
mal subgroup of Gal(L/£), and hence Gal(£/#) acts on Gal(L/£) by the conjugation in 
Gal(L/#). We have not assumed that £ is in Z?, and thus there may be a group action also 
on [ip. The one nontrivial thing to observe is that the Kummer pairing is consistent with 
the actions of Gal(E/B) on the three groups involved. To see this, let a be an element of 
Gal(£"//?), and let <i\ be an extension of it in Gal(L/£). In the notation above, we then 
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have o\{y)p = cr(n), and 

((J\(l)(J^l)((Ji(y))/cri(y) = a\<l>(y)/(T\(y) = cr((t>(y)/y). 

2. The degree of the extension. 

THEOREM 1. Let ( be in F, and let KjFbe Galois with group (a) of order q — pn. 
(1) For any a in K, define a sequence of elements by setting ao = a and al+\ = 

a{ai)ja[. Then aq is always a p-th power. 
(2) Let as be the first element in the sequence that is a p-th power. Then the normal 

closure L ofK{axlp) over F has degreeps over K and is given by L — K(aQ'p,...,as_x). 
(3) The only subfields of L containing K and Galois over F are those of the form 

V(nXlP nXlP\ 

PROOF. Curiously, this is almost entirely a theorem of linear algebra. Let S denote 
the linear mapping given by the action of a on the vector space Kx /(Kx)p. The minimal 
polynomial of this linear action on any finite-dimensional invariant subspace divides 
Xq—l,ascr^ = 1. Since the vectorspace has characteristic/?, weseethatX^—1 = (X— l)q, 
and hence the mapping S — / is nilpotent of order at most q. In multiplicative notation, 
S — I is given by a \—> o{d)ja, and thus we have proved (1). Simple linear algebra 
shows that, if we start with any vector v, then the nonzero elements in the sequence 
v, (S — /)v, (S — /)2v,... are independent and span the smallest subspace containing v and 
invariant under S — I. But clearly a subspace is invariant under S iff it is invariant under 
S — I. Translating this information into multiplicative notation (and combining it with 
Kummer theory), we get (2). Finally, it is also easy to see (and familiar) that the subspace 
spanned by v, (S — /)v, (S — /)2v,... has no invariant subspaces except the obvious ones 
spanned by (S — /)rv, (S — I)r+l v,...; this gives us (3). • 

3. Possible structures of the Galois group. We continue with the hypotheses and 
notation of Theorem 1. 

THEOREM 2. Let G = Gal(L/F). Let A = G<i\(L/K), so A ~ (Z/pZ)s and G/A -
(a). 

(1 ) Let T[ be the basis of A dual to the at under the Kummer theory pairing. Then the 

action of a fixes To and sends 77 to (T,T;_2 • • -)(T/- ir/-3 * * )~l for i > 0. 
(2) If s = q, there is just one possible isomorphism type for G, namely, the semidirect 

product of A and (a). 
(3) If s < q, there are exactly two possible isomorphism types for G, the semi-direct 

product and one other. 

PROOF. If we let w, be a p-th root of #/, then the dual basis 77 is defined by 77(w/) = 
(w, and Ti(wj) — Wj forj ^ i. We know from Section 1 that the action of (<J) on the dual 
basis is the transpose inverse of the action on the original basis, and thus (1) is true. 

The rest of the argument is actually a computation in group cohomology, but (except at 
one point) nothing is gained by stating it that way. Let G\ in G be some element mapping 
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onto a, so that the action of a on A is given by conjugation with ai. Clearly all elements 
in G can be written uniquely in the form TG\ for some r in A and 0 < / < q, and (1) 
tells us the relation between O\T and TO\ . The group then will be determined by the value 
of o\. This element obviously lies in the kernel, A. Equally obviously, it is fixed by the 
cr-action. Hence it must be some power of TO. If it is the identity, then (a\ ) ^ (a), and G 
is the semidirect product of A and (a). 

If we temporarily write A additively, we see that conjugation by o\ is a linear trans
formation S on A with STO = To and STJ = T; — T,-_I + • • •. Now we can change our choice 
of <7i to any ro\ with r in A. A simple computation in characteristic p shows that 

(mi)* = ( ( / + S + - - - + S*-1)T)<T? = ((S-If \)CJ]. 

If s = q, we see that we can take r to be a power of rq-\ and thereby change o\ by a 
power of TO. Hence in this case we can always find a choice making o\ the identity, and 
we always have the semidirect product. Thus (2) is true. 

If however s < q, then we see that all choices of a\ have the same q-th power. If that 
power happens to be the identity, then of course we again have the semi-direct product; 
but the power might also be some nontrivial TQ. The exponent k is determined by the 
action of TO on a0'

p\ without reference to the other at (which involve a in their definition). 
Thus if we go back and replace our generator a by some ae (with e relatively prime to 
/?), we will replace r^ by TQ*. Thus all cases with o\ nontrivial give isomorphic groups G. 

Next, we observe (for s < q) that the two different G we have described are indeed 
nonisomorphic; for the semi-direct product contains only elements of order at most q = 
pn, while the other type contains an element a\ of order pn+l. 

Finally, though direct verification is not hard, we may as well refer to the general 
theory of group extensions (or group cohomology) for the fact that the equations we have 
given for the multiplication in our second type of group (with o\ nontrivial) do indeed 
define such a group. See, for instance, [15, 121; 8, 225]. All finite groups of course occur 
as Galois groups of suitable field extensions, and thus we have proved (3). • 

For s < q, we shall see in the next section that the elements a that yield semidirect 
products are the "special" ones, as they satisfy an extra condition. Indeed, the semidirect 
products are overlooked in [17] because of an oversight in group-theoretic analysis. 

4. Determination of the Galois group. We continue with the hypotheses and no
tations of Theorems 1 and 2. 

THEOREM 3. Suppose 1 < s < q. Write aq^\ = dp with d in K. Set e{k) = (j)/p, 
and let 

c=(liafA-(a(d)/d). 

Then cp = 1. The group G — Gal(L/F) is the semidirect product iff c — 1. 
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PROOF. By definition <z/+i = a(ai)/ai, and hence we can choose the roots w, with 
w/+i = d\ (Wj)/wj. The binomial expansion of Xq — ((X — 1) + l) then shows us that 

^(w0) - n K• 
k=Q 

Thus 

<(W0)/H>O = n <*>. 

We denote this quantity by c. We have WQ = «o and cr̂ (tfo) = ô Ozo) = cio, socp = 1. For 
/: < g, we can replace w^( } by the element afk) in AT. By hypothesis, we have dp = â _ i, 
and thus wq-\ is dQs for some 5. As £ is in F, we have w^ = ai(w^_i)/w^_i = a(d)/d. 
Thus the c defined in the proof is indeed given by the expression stated in the theorem. 
We know from the proof of Theorem 2 that o\ is a power of To, and thus it is trivial iff 
its action on WQ is trivial. Hence we see that G is the semidirect product iff c — 1. • 

When s is smaller than q — 1, it is possible to rewrite the formula for c to express 
all factors beyond k = s in terms of the /?-th root of as (which by definition will be in 
K). Suppose in particular that 5 = 1 , and let us write a\ = bP. For convenience, we 
switch again to additive notation, treating Kx as a module over the ring Z[cr]. Thus, for 
instance, cr(b)/b is the result of applying a — 1 to b. For i > 1, we get w>; as the result of 
applying (a — \)1 to b. In particular, up to an irrelevant power of (, we get d as the result 
of applying (a — \)q~2 to b, and hence a(d)/d is the result of applying (a — \)q~l to b. 
Thus c is obtained by applying to b the operation 

In Kx, this means that c is the product of all conjugates of b, or NKiF{b). Thus in this 
case our theorem does indeed reduce to Albert's result. 

5. When £ is not in the base field. To conclude, we show how the results can be 
extended to the case where ( is not in the base field. We take Ko/FQ to be a cyclic exten
sion of degree q = pn, where FQ is an arbitrary field with char(Fo) ^ p. We let F and K 
be the fields obtained by adjoining £ to FQ and K$. The extensions KQ/'FQ and F/FQ are 
Galois of relatively prime degrees. Thus K is Galois over FQ, and its group is the direct 
product of a group (a) of order pn and a group (p) ^ Gal(AT/ATo) ^ Gal(F/Fo). 

We need one preliminary result; it is basically due to Albert [1; 3, 209-211], who 
proved it in the cyclic case {cf. [14, 452]). 

PROPOSITION. (I) Let LQ/KQ be Galois with group A ~ (Z/pZ)s, and let L = LQ(Q. 
Then L is Galois over KQ with group A x (p). 

(2) Let p(Q — £'. IfN is the subgroup ofKx corresponding to the Kummer extension 
L/K, then p(n)/nr is a p-th power for all n in N. 
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(3) Conversely, if N / (Kx)p ~ A has this behavior under p, then it gives a Kummer 

extension L/K that equals LoiQfora unique Galois Lo/ Ko of p-power degree. 

PROOF. Part ( 1 ) follows from the relative primality of the degrees. Since the Galois 

group is abelian, we also see that LQ is uniquely determined by L. For (2) and (3), we 

consider an arbitrary N for which the corresponding Kummer extension LjK has group 

A. We see by Section 1 that L/KQ will be Galois iff p(N) = N. For such N, choose some 

p\ in Gal(L/ATo) extending p. Consider any yp — n G N and r G A. Computing as at the 

end of Section 1, we see that 

( p i r p r > i O 0 ) ) / p i ( v ) = Pi(r(y)/v) = (r(v)/.v)' = r ( / ) / / , 

and thus the value of the Kummer pairing on p(n) and p\rp\' is the same as on nl and 

r. It follows that p\ commutes with A, and there is a Galois Z>o, iff p(n) and it1 are equal 

modulo (Kx)p. m 

THEOREM 4. Let MQ/ Ko be a cyclic extension of degree p. Let Lo be its normal 

closure over FQ. Set M — Mo(Q and L = Lo(Q. Then M is cyclic of degree p over K, the 

field L is the normal closure of M over F, and Gal(L/ F) ^ Gal(Lo/Fo). 

PROOF. The proposition shows that M is cyclic of degree p over K and equals K{a]/p) 

for some a with p(a)jd G (Kx)p. The normal closure of M over F then is given by the 

/7-th roots of the various ax with ao — a and ai+\ = o{a[)/a-{. Since p and u commute, 

each piai)/'(«/)' is a/?-th power in K. Hence we see that this normal closure is Galois over 

fo, not just over F. Thus it contains L; but obviously L is Galois over F and contains M, 

so L is indeed the normal closure of M over F. The proposition shows further that there 

is an element p\ in Gal(L/ATo) with (p\) ~ (p). Its fixed field is the unique maximal 

subextension of p-power degree. All Fo -conjugates of that field still contain Ko and have 

the same degree, so they are equal to it. Thus the fixed field of p\ is Galois over Fo. 

It contains Mo, as we know the p\-action on M. Hence it contains L0. But we know 

\L : Lo| < \F : F 0 | , and so the fixed field is equal to L0. Thus the subgroup Gal(L/F) is a 

complement to the normal subgroup (p\ ) and maps isomorphically onto Gal(Lo/F0). • 

The proposition also shows that every a G Kx with p(a)/a1 G (Kx)p yields such an 

Mo. 
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